Trilogy® T2 standalone digital cylindrical keyless door lock

DL2700 SERIES

#1 Best-selling access lock in its class, the keyless electronic door lock – now with more codes & power!

- Up to 100 3-5 digit codes, fingertip programmable: 1 master code, 10 managers, 90 basic users, 3 one-time service codes
- Durable BHMA Grade 1, all-metal vandal-proof keypad, fingertip programmable
- Standalone keyless access installed in under an hour; easily retrofits standard knobsets
- Long life 5AA battery operated; 200,000 cycles, typ.
- Low battery alert; mechanical key override; non-handed
- Choice of 7 architectural finishes including standard US26D Satin chrome, US3 polished brass, and US5 Antique Brass
- Also available with 5 different interchangeable core prep
- Outdoor version of above, -31˚ to +151˚F, weatherproof models

Restrooms/Classrooms

Trilogy Privacy/Lock Down Pushbutton – for restrooms, on-call rooms, file rooms, fitting rooms, classrooms

DL4100 CYLINDRICAL PRIVACY LOCK

- Privacy Pushbutton – on inside door to temporarily lock-out keypad codes
- Occupied and multi-status LED indicator, flashes when time-settable privacy/locked session is on
- Self-stick instructional signage, supplied (bilingual Eng./Span.)
- 2000 PIN codes; 500 scheduled events; 40,000 audit trail
- Keypad or PC programming/reporting
- Weatherproof -31˚ to +151˚F
- 5AA battery operated; 60,000 cycles, typ.
- Mortise lock version, 4500 Series

Audit Trail

Trilogy economical audit trail cylindrical security lock

DL2800

- 1000 event audit trail log, time-stamped by day, date, time and user
- 150 schedules: automatic lock/unlock, etc.
- 200 user codes: Master, manager, supervisor and basic users. Also one-time service code (3-6 digits)
- Weatherproof -31˚ to +151˚F
- 5AA Battery operated; 80,000 cycles, typ.
- Also, DL3000 Advanced version, with 300 user codes & 1600 event audit trail

ID Card Use

Trilogy Prox Lock With Audit Trail

PDL3000: TRILOGY CYLINDRICAL PROX LOCK WITH AUDIT TRAIL

- 2000 user codes (3-6 digits) and/or accepts HID® prox cards and keyfobs
- Multilevel security - Master; manager; supervisor; basic users
- Easy Tap & Add batch ID card enrollment mode allows many cards to be quickly added without PC – also- downloadable from PC or enroller tool
- 40,000 event audit trail log
- 150 scheduled events
- PC programming/reporting
- Quick passage mode
- Weatherproof -31˚ to +151˚F
- 5AA Battery operated; 60,000 cycles, typ.
Trilogy high security mortise locks and keyless gate locks with and without prox

DL3500 SERIES TRILOGY MORTISE PIN LOCKS
• 300 User codes: Master, manager, supervisor & basic users for keyless gate locks
• Fingertip or Windows PC-programmable
• Weatherproof -31˚ to +151˚F
• Real time clock enables up to 500 scheduled events and holiday schedules
• 40,000 Event audit trail provides a printed time/date-stamped log of all electronic activity
• Long-life 5AA batteries for 80,000 cycles, typ. and low-battery alert
• 1 3/8” (3.5 cm) mortise cylinder supplied
• 40,000 event audit trail log
• 500 scheduled events, e.g., lock or unlock
• PC programming/reporting
• Quick passage mode
• Program data transferred to lock via PC or module
• Classroom latch, available in right hand or left handed lock model

PDL3500 SERIES TRILOGY MORTISE PIN/PROX ID LOCKS
Built in HID prox reader, similar to above, but with:
• 2000 user codes (3-6 digits) and/or HID prox cards/fobs
• Multilevel security - Master; manager; supervisor; basic users
• Easy Tap & Add batch prox ID card enrollment mode allows many cards to be quickly added without PC – also downloadable from PC or prox enroller tool
• PC programming/reporting
• Quick passage mode
• Program data transferred to lock via PC or module
• 5AA battery operated; 75,000 cycles, typ.
• Classroom latch, available in right hand or left handed lock model

Trilogy Narrow Stile Pushbutton aluminum door trim latch locks for PIN or Prox ID card access
DL1200, DL1300, PDL1300
• DL1200 supports 100 3-5 digit PIN user codes, fingertip programmable
• DL1300 supports 2000 users, PC programming/reporting and features 40,000 event audit trail by user and 500 event schedule/real time clock (e.g., lock/unlock by time)

PDL1300 Prox-reader model of above, supports 2000 Prox ID cards and/or PIN users. Version of 1YND1 with built-in HID Prox reader and tap-add enroller function for ID inputting at the lock.

Aluminum door retrofit outside trim for Adams Rite® 1850, 1950, 4710, 4070, 4730, 4900 Series and MS1850S and MS1950S Series latch locks
• Add keyless convenience to mechanical latch locks from Trilogy’s all-metal, vandal-resistant 12-button keypad and/or automatic timed-scheduled locking/unlocking, PC programming & audit trail with P/DL1300 Series
• Weatherproof -31˚ to +151˚F
• Long-life, battery-operated for 100,000 and 80,000 cycles respectively, typ. on 2 lithium 3V batteries, supplied; low battery alert
• Key override mortise cylinder, 1-1/4” supplied. (Supports 1-1/8”, 1-1/4” and 1-3/8”). Backsets 31/32”, 1-1/8” and 1-1/2”; Stile thickness 1-3/4”
• Non-handed; fully field-reversible
• US26D satin chrome or US10B Duronodic

Trilogy Exit retrofit fits existing exit bars and saves manpower on guard tours
Upgrade existing panic bars with Trilogy® Exit pushbutton PIN code or Prox ID card access. Get Trilogy convenience and set un/lock schedules to save the manpower required to physically dog-down doors, plus get event logs of use. Use with panic exit devices from most major manufacturers.
• ETDL Series support 2000 PIN code users, Yale, Sargent versions, respectively
• ETPDL Series Prox-reader model of above, supports 2000 Prox ID cards and/or PIN users. Built-in HID Prox reader and tap-add enroller at the lock. Yale, Sargent versions, respectively
• Clutch mechanism ensures long life and durability
• Fingertip and/or Windows® PC Programmable
• Real Time Clock for up to 40,000 Event Time/Date-Stamped Audit Trail
• Up to 500 Lock/Unlock Schedules (with Time Zone Support)
• Non-Handed; Fully Field Reversible
• Battery operated; uses 5 AA batteries
• Rim cylinder supplied; Choice of 7 finishes
• Retrofit Von Duprin® 99, Corbin® ED5000 & Yale®, Dorma® 9300, Arrow® 3800, Sargent®, Precision® 1100 & Cal Royal® 9800

Trilogy Exit retrofit fits existing exit bars and saves manpower on guard tours
Upgrade existing panic bars with Trilogy® Exit pushbutton PIN code or Prox ID card access. Get Trilogy convenience and set un/lock schedules to save the manpower required to physically dog-down doors, plus get event logs of use. Use with panic exit devices from most major manufacturers.
• ETDL Series support 2000 PIN code users, Yale, Sargent versions, respectively
• ETPDL Series Prox-reader model of above, supports 2000 Prox ID cards and/or PIN users. Built-in HID Prox reader and tap-add enroller at the lock. Yale, Sargent versions, respectively
• Clutch mechanism ensures long life and durability
• Fingertip and/or Windows® PC Programmable
• Real Time Clock for up to 40,000 Event Time/Date-Stamped Audit Trail
• Up to 500 Lock/Unlock Schedules (with Time Zone Support)
• Non-Handed; Fully Field Reversible
• Battery operated; uses 5 AA batteries
• Rim cylinder supplied; Choice of 7 finishes
• Retrofit Von Duprin® 99, Corbin® ED5000 & Yale®, Dorma® 9300, Arrow® 3800, Sargent®, Precision® 1100 & Cal Royal® 9800

Trilogy Exit retrofit fits existing exit bars and saves manpower on guard tours
Upgrade existing panic bars with Trilogy® Exit pushbutton PIN code or Prox ID card access. Get Trilogy convenience and set un/lock schedules to save the manpower required to physically dog-down doors, plus get event logs of use. Use with panic exit devices from most major manufacturers.
• ETDL Series support 2000 PIN code users, Yale, Sargent versions, respectively
• ETPDL Series Prox-reader model of above, supports 2000 Prox ID cards and/or PIN users. Built-in HID Prox reader and tap-add enroller at the lock. Yale, Sargent versions, respectively
• Clutch mechanism ensures long life and durability
• Fingertip and/or Windows® PC Programmable
• Real Time Clock for up to 40,000 Event Time/Date-Stamped Audit Trail
• Up to 500 Lock/Unlock Schedules (with Time Zone Support)
• Non-Handed; Fully Field Reversible
• Battery operated; uses 5 AA batteries
• Rim cylinder supplied; Choice of 7 finishes
• Retrofit Von Duprin® 99, Corbin® ED5000 & Yale®, Dorma® 9300, Arrow® 3800, Sargent®, Precision® 1100 & Cal Royal® 9800

Trilogy Exit retrofit fits existing exit bars and saves manpower on guard tours
Upgrade existing panic bars with Trilogy® Exit pushbutton PIN code or Prox ID card access. Get Trilogy convenience and set un/lock schedules to save the manpower required to physically dog-down doors, plus get event logs of use. Use with panic exit devices from most major manufacturers.
• ETDL Series support 2000 PIN code users, Yale, Sargent versions, respectively
• ETPDL Series Prox-reader model of above, supports 2000 Prox ID cards and/or PIN users. Built-in HID Prox reader and tap-add enroller at the lock. Yale, Sargent versions, respectively
• Clutch mechanism ensures long life and durability
• Fingertip and/or Windows® PC Programmable
• Real Time Clock for up to 40,000 Event Time/Date-Stamped Audit Trail
• Up to 500 Lock/Unlock Schedules (with Time Zone Support)
• Non-Handed; Fully Field Reversible
• Battery operated; uses 5 AA batteries
• Rim cylinder supplied; Choice of 7 finishes
• Retrofit Von Duprin® 99, Corbin® ED5000 & Yale®, Dorma® 9300, Arrow® 3800, Sargent®, Precision® 1100 & Cal Royal® 9800

Trilogy Exit retrofit fits existing exit bars and saves manpower on guard tours
Upgrade existing panic bars with Trilogy® Exit pushbutton PIN code or Prox ID card access. Get Trilogy convenience and set un/lock schedules to save the manpower required to physically dog-down doors, plus get event logs of use. Use with panic exit devices from most major manufacturers.
• ETDL Series support 2000 PIN code users, Yale, Sargent versions, respectively
• ETPDL Series Prox-reader model of above, supports 2000 Prox ID cards and/or PIN users. Built-in HID Prox reader and tap-add enroller at the lock. Yale, Sargent versions, respectively
• Clutch mechanism ensures long life and durability
• Fingertip and/or Windows® PC Programmable
• Real Time Clock for up to 40,000 Event Time/Date-Stamped Audit Trail
• Up to 500 Lock/Unlock Schedules (with Time Zone Support)
• Non-Handed; Fully Field Reversible
• Battery operated; uses 5 AA batteries
• Rim cylinder supplied; Choice of 7 finishes
• Retrofit Von Duprin® 99, Corbin® ED5000 & Yale®, Dorma® 9300, Arrow® 3800, Sargent®, Precision® 1100 & Cal Royal® 9800
Narrow Stile Trilogy Exit keyfree convenience and greater security for panic exit devices on aluminum frame glass doors

Trilogy Narrow Stile Exit Trim retrofits Arrow®, DCI®, Von Duprin® and Dorma® panic exit bars - ideal for storefronts!

- **DL1200ET** supports 100 3-5 digit PIN user codes, all-metal keypad, programmable
- **DL/PDL1300ET** 2000 PINs or Prox IDs (PDL) plus PC programming, auto-scheduling lock/unlock & audit trail
- Weatherproof -31˚ to +151˚F.
- 2 lithium 3V long-life, batteries for 100,000 & 80,000 cycles respectively, typ.

**Trilogy Matching Weatherproof PIN/Prox. ID Access Keypads**

- **DK3000 & PDK3000**
  - 12/24VAC/DC Wall mount or single gang box. Ideal for elevator banks, gates and for use with electric strikes or mag locks. Match fit and function with Trilogy Locks.
  - 2000 users (PIN code or prox ID on PDL model)
  - 2 High-Current Rated 8A Relays for entry, alarm zone shunting or lock release by 500 event real-time schedule
  - Keypad or PC programmable
  - 40,000 Event audit trail print to PC
  - Timed Egress Input – Selectable door open times 5, 10 or 15 seconds
  - Tamper supervised (reportable to alarm system)
  - Remote release feature; request-to-exit input
  - Weatherproof -31˚ to 151˚F

**Trilogy Networx™**

- Wirelessly via Ethernet or 802.11
  - Wireless networking eliminates door-to-door programming and audit trail queries by communicating wirelessly via ethernet or 802.11
  - Systemwide global lockdown/unlock in under 10 seconds from any lock or the network's PC
  - Unsurpassed battery-life, exceeding 5 years
  - Up to 2000 locks and a PC communicate wirelessly, AES-encrypted thru 900MHz bidirectional gateways
  - No wiring; No repeaters; No hardwiring to server; NO extra power supplies, No access panels
  - Remote Management via VPN-connection
  - Networx locks share one common database with original standalone Trilogy locks and can operate as standalones until networking is done
  - 5,000 3-6 digit PIN users and/or HID prox ID cards (PDL-models), 500 scheduled events (incl pd program uploads) and 35,000 event log
  - Models for all doors: Cylindrical (P/DL6100 Series); Mortise (P/DL6500 Series) locks & retrofit exit trim models for most brands: Von Duprin, Corbin, Yale, Dorma, Arrow, Sargent (ETDLN/PDLN)

**Trilogy: Keyless access locks trusted by more leading retailers, firms, hospitals, schools & airports**
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